Dixon’s Marine Group 2000 is a family owned and
operated business with experience in the fishing
industry since 1981. The Dixon Design was built
and proven to participate in the winter commercial
fishing industry in South West Nova Scotia, no
matter what the weather.

“Built tough like the
fishermen that use
them.”

Dixon’s Marine provides customers
with quality commercial and pleasure
vessels. Our dedication to customer
service and highest quality
manufacturing by our team will
ensure our customers receive
continuing service for many
years to come.
Dixon’s
offers
packages
starting with hulls through to
a turnkey finished product. All
products are hand laid, to your
specifications and sizes. We
offer moulded components to
fit both the Dixon 42’ and the
Dixon 45’.
Call us today for details.
Phone: 902-723-2878

“ A tradition of quality
and experience.”

Dixon’s Marine Group 2000
P.O. Box 9
Lower Woods Harbour
Nova Scotia
B0W 2E0
CANADA
Civic Address:
6501 Hwy #3
Lower Woods Harbour
Nova Scotia
CANADA
Tel: (902) 723-2878
Fax: (902) 723-2723
Email: janinegoodwin@dixonsmarine.com
Web: www.dixonsmarine.com
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Haul Up System

With our haul-up
system we can move
your vessel with ease
into the yard or shop.
The deep water, ice
free slipway means
year round service is
available for almost
any size vessel

$400.00
• Storage fees per
month $40.00

Haul-out/Storage
Fees
• Haul-out on trailer
$250.00
• Haul-out on stands

Dixon’s Marine Group 2000 has a
storage yard for commercial and
pleasure craft vessels, available for
storage or repairs.
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Dixon’s Marine Group 2000 has a storage yard for
commercial and pleasure craft vessels, available
for storage or repairs.
Dixon’s Marine custom builds all types and sizes
of vessels, call today to discuss your project with
us!
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